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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 AREA OVERVIEW
Within the Grand Strand area, transit service provides transportation and mobility options for
the residents each day. Figure 1 shows many of the major transportation network elements
and Figure 2 shows the various transit options. Not only do the residents of the Grand Strand
area rely on these options, but so do tourists which represent a significant amount of the
population during the peak tourist season. Access to jobs, medical care, shopping,
recreational activities, needed services, and all other aspects of daily life are provided by
these options. These needs increase tremendously during the peak tourist season and
continue through the remaining off-peak season. As the area’s population has grown and
continues to do so, convenient and reliable transit service will become an even greater
necessity. This technical memorandum identifies transit strategies that will enhance mobility
options for all residents of the GSATS region.
Transit is reliant upon a complete transportation network to operate efficiently. Appropriate
roads must be suitable for bus service, and sidewalks and other pedestrian features must
provide adequate access to transit stops. Thus, transit cannot be considered in isolation to
the overall transportation network. The strategies developed as part of this long-range plan
will be supportive of improvements to the total transportation system. The success of transit
in the GSATS region depends upon the coordinated efforts of the many government entities,
public transit agencies, and private businesses.
The existing transit providers in the GSATS region and their available services are summarized
in the following sections. The GSATS MPO anticipates the automobile to continue to be the
dominant mode of transportation in the foreseeable future for the area, both in number of
trips and the distance traveled. However, transit and other modes will continue to play an
increasingly important and beneficial role in the overall transportation network. Supporting
and encouraging transit and other modes will reduce congestion and air pollution in the area,
as well as consumption of natural resources.

1.2 POPULATION GROWTH
The 2015 American Community Survey (ACS) from the U.S. Census Bureau reported that the
Myrtle Beach-North Myrtle Beach-Conway Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA), or Horry
County, was the second fastest growing area in the United States at 3.9 percent 1. The Grand
Strand area attracted approximately 18 million visitors annually 2 in 2016, which is up from

1
2

https://www.census.gov/newsroom/press-releases/2017/cb17-44.html
http://web.myrtlebeachareachamber.com/news/newsarticledisplay.aspx?ArticleID=925
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the 17 million visitors in 2015. The number of visitors in the GSATS region has continued to
grow every year for nearly the past decade.
Recently released U.S. Census Bureau data reveals that Horry, Georgetown and Brunswick
counties’ growth continues as quality of life and livability features attract population and
business. The population of the Myrtle Beach-Socastee SC/NC Urbanized Area as defined by
the US Census was 431,964 in 2015. This same area saw a 14 percent growth rate in the five
years from 2010 to 2015 as shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Myrtle Beach-Socastee SC-NC Urbanized Area
Population Growth (2010 -2015)
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Net Growth

% Change

378,697

385,691

394,006

404,441

417,177

431,964

55,242

14.6%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau

The high population growth experienced by the Myrtle Beach metro area is even more
pronounced when compared with peer cities and the state averages for the same study period
as shown in Table 2. Myrtle Beach has a higher growth rate than the Charleston, Savannah
and Charlotte metro areas. In addition, the 14 percent growth rate is nearly triple the state
averages for South and North Carolina at around 5 percent each.

Table 2: Myrtle Beach, Peer Metro Areas and State
Population Growth (2010 -2015)
Geography

Net Growth

% Change

Myrtle Beach-Conway-North Myrtle Beach, SC-NC Metro Area

55,242

14.66%

Charleston-North Charleston, SC Metro Area

79,883

12.02%

Columbia, SC Metro Area

42,591

5.55%

Savannah, GA Metro Area

31,578

9.08%

Charlotte-Concord-Gastonia, NC-SC Metro Area

209,115

9.43%

South Carolina (Statewide)

270,745

5.85%

North Carolina (Statewide)
Source: U.S. Census Bureau

507,110

5.32%

While not part of the permanent population an additional consideration for GSATS is the large
volume of seasonal population that visits the area during the summer and winter months. The
Myrtle Beach Chamber of Commerce estimates that in 2015 approximately 14.6 million people
visited the area 3.
The growing resident population combined with high levels of seasonal visitors place high
levels of demand on transportation infrastructure. One of the great challenges faced by the
Grand Strand area over the life of this plan will be providing and maintaining adequate

3

http://www.myrtlebeachareachamber.com/research/docs/24theditionstatisticalabstract.pdf
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transportation infrastructure to meet demand while balancing the finite resources available
to do so.

Figure 1: GSATS Region

1.3 AGING POPULATION
As people age and retire, warm weather is often an attraction for
retirees. The Grand Strand area anticipates a continued increase
in baby boomers and older residents in the future. Based on 2015
ACS Data from the Census Bureau, Myrtle Beach, Horry County,
and Georgetown County all have more older adults (65+ years of
age) than South Carolina as a percentage of their overall
populations.
The 65 and older demographic grew by a larger percentage in these areas as well when
compared to South Carolina, which can be seen in Table 3. Of importance to note is the fact
that over the past five years, the 65+ years of age populations in Georgetown and Horry
County grew at larger percentages than South Carolina. Brunswick County, North Carolina is
growing faster than Georgetown and Horry Counties, as well as South Carolina and North
Carolina for this population and with higher overall percentages too. This aging population
presents several unique challenges for public transportation, such as providing sufficient
access and mobility for these residents. For older Americans, affordable and reliable
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transportation options are essential. This aging demographic trend will impact the need for
increased transit services in the future.

Table 3: Population Changes – GSATS Region
South Carolina
Subject

65
years
and
over

Year

Georgetown County, SC

Population
Percentage

Percentage
Change over
Year

Population
Estimate

Population
Percentage

Percentage
Change over
Year

Population
Estimate

Population
Percentage

Percentage
Change over
Year

2015

726,779

15.20%

0.50%

14,039

23.20%

1.00%

56,971

19.60%

0.80%

2014

695,451

14.70%

0.50%

13,397

22.20%

1.10%

53,175

18.80%

0.90%

2013

666,215

14.20%

0.40%

12,718

21.10%

0.90%

49,599

17.90%

0.60%

2012

640,098

13.80%

0.30%

12,200

20.20%

0.80%

46,744

17.30%

0.60%

2011

616,496

13.50%

0.30%

11,691

19.40%

0.60%

44,300

16.70%

0.50%

2010

595,436

13.20%

11,330

18.80%

41,906

16.20%

North Carolina
Subject

65
years
and
over

Horry County, SC

Population
Estimate

Year

Brunswick County, NC

Population
Estimate

Population
Percentage

Percentage
Change over
Year

Population
Estimate

Population
Percentage

Percentage
Change over
Year

2015

1,401,192

14.2%

0.4%

29,721

25.6%

1.4%

2014

1,346,092

13.8%

0.4%

27,396

24.3%

1.3%

2013

1,295,160

13.4%

0.3%

25,313

22.9%

1.2%

2012

1,247,969

13.1%

0.3%

23,457

21.7%

1.1%

2011

1,204,139

12.8%

0.2%

21,758

20.7%

0.7%

2010

1,167,772

12.6%

20,372

20.0%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau

1.4 MOBILITY NEEDS
Historical trends in employment, as well as the commuting patterns that connect outlying
community residents to jobs, will play a key role in this future plan. There is an increasing
need for employment-related transit services in Myrtle Beach and other high employment
areas that provide residents of the Grand Stand area transportation choices and increased
access to employment beyond traditional transit service areas. These trends include:

•
•
•

Long-term growth in employment
More residents live and work in different counties
Increased commuting into urban areas

In an ever-increasingly multimodal society, it is important to identify various transit options
and alternatives that should be considered during future transportation related projects and
planning studies within the Grand Strand area. Viable alternatives that were identified
include:

GRAND STRAND AREA TRANSPORTATION STUDY
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•

Inter-county bus service: This type of service is provided currently by several
providers in the area. Enhanced service options are likely an alternative to meet
future demand.

•

College/University Coordination: The Coast RTA currently coordinates with Coastal
Carolina University for student passes and assisting students with their transportation
needs. This coordination is necessary for the future with expanded services for
students and staff.

•

Traffic Signal Preemption: Traffic signal preemption is a type of system that allows
the normal operation of traffic lights to be preempted. The most common use of these
systems is to manipulate traffic signals in the path of an emergency vehicle, halting
conflicting traffic and allowing the emergency vehicle right-of-way, to help reduce
response times and enhance traffic safety. Signal preemption can also be used by bus
transit systems to allow public transportation priority access through intersections, or
by railroad systems at crossings to prevent collisions.

•

Park-and-Ride: Another transportation alternative would be to build and operate
several park-and-ride sites throughout the Grand Strand area, which could allow for
commuters to park and then ride the bus to their respective destinations. These
alternatives have been proven successful for other transit agencies, especially for
areas where the employment opportunities are in the same general area.

•

Volunteer Driver program: Supplemental service for outlying destinations beyond the
typical transit service area. This is a viable low cost alternative for flexible service;
however, policies must be in place regarding insurance coverage and program
administration.

•

Rideshare Program: Ridesharing currently exists in the Grand Strand area today;
however increased marketing and incentives will be needed in the future to meet
future travel needs. This will likely include vanpool, carpool, school-pool, and bike
pool programs.

•

Private Ridesharing: In recent years, additional mobility options have emerged as
potential services for individuals, such as Uber and Lyft. These private ridesharing
companies allow individuals who possess a smartphone to hail a person to pick them
up and take them to their destination. While this service is similar to taxis, they have
grown in recent years for a multitude of reasons and are a viable option for many
individuals.

GRAND STRAND AREA TRANSPORTATION STUDY
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2. PREVIOUS TRANSPORTATION PLANS
Several planning studies related to public transportation in and around the Grand Strand area
have been completed over the past several years. Most recently, the Regional Transit &
Coordination Plan for the Waccamaw Region (2014) was completed for the South Carolina
Department of Transportation (SCDOT). A summary for each plan is presented below:

•

Regional Transit & Coordination Plan for the Waccamaw Region (2014): The focus of
this plan was to review the existing conditions and transit plans for the Waccamaw
Region of South Carolina. This region contains most the Grand Strand area, excluding
Brunswick County which lies within North Carolina. This plan contained a significant
amount of information on the transit plans for the Grand Strand area, as well as the
existing providers in the area and the services that they provided. The plan also
identified future needs to maintain and expand future service in the region.

•

Coast RTA Public Materials: The Coast RTA updated its board recently on their plans,
how they would like to expand and when these expansions could occur. These
materials were useful in understanding what was important to the agency and what
projects were crucial in their growth plans over the next five years, as well as the next
twenty years.

•

GSATS Long-Range Transportation Plan (2035): This was the most recent long-range
transportation for the Grand Strand area. Previous information from this plan was used
in the structure and updating for this current long-range transportation plan. The plan
included many transit capital and operational improvements that were included into
this LRTP.

GRAND STRAND AREA TRANSPORTATION STUDY
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3. EXISTING PROVIDERS
A majority of the transit service in the Grand Strand area is offered by the Waccamaw
Regional Transportation Authority also known as the Coast RTA. However, some additional
regional transit providers also provide service. Each are described further in this section.

3.1 WACCAMAW REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
(THE COAST RTA)
The Waccamaw Regional Transportation Authority (The Coast RTA) is based out of Conway,
South Carolina and offers a variety of service options for residents traveling around the Grand
Strand area. These services include:

•
•
•

Fixed-route service
Curb-to-curb paratransit service
CATS ADA service

The most recent route restructuring was implemented in 2013, in which underproductive
routes were eliminated and additional service was added to routes with high ridership. Also,
certain other services were removed entirely to focus on the fixed-route services.

3.1.1

Fixed-Route Service

The Coast RTA operates fixed-route regularly scheduled bus service daily, from approximately
4:00 a.m. to approximately 9:00 p.m. depending on the specific route.
There are nine routes that provide service within the City of Andrews,
Conway, Georgetown, and Myrtle Beach. Figure 2 presents the Coast
RTA fixed routes while Figure 3 shows population estimates for the
Grand Strand area based on 2015 ACS data from the US Census.
Table 4 and Table 5 provide a description of the different fixed-route services offered by the
Coast RTA and the Coastal Carolina University. The current fleet consists of 21 vehicles for
fixed-route service. During peak hours, Coast RTA operates 34 vehicles. The base fare is $1.50
for each one-way trip. Student fare is $1.25 per one-way trip, and the senior fare is $0.75 per
one-way trip. Transfers to other routes are $0.25 per passenger and the express route is $2.00
for each one-way trip.

GRAND STRAND AREA TRANSPORTATION STUDY
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Figure 2: Coast RTA Fixed Route Map
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Figure 3: Grand Strand Study Area - Population Density
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Table 4: Coast RTA Services
Route Name
1: Conway Local

Location
Local connector service
within Conway

Schedule

Connections

Fare

Daily from:
5:00 – 9:00 AM, 12:00 – 1:00 PM,
3:00 – 8:00 PM

All services

$1.50

60 minute frequencies
7: Myrtle Beach/
Conway

Connector services
between Conway and
Myrtle Beach

7X: Myrtle
Beach/Conway
Express

Express connector services
between Conway and
Myrtle Beach

10: Myrtle Beach
Local

15N: Kings/Ocean/
82nd Parkway

15S: Airport/
Market Common

Daily from:
6:00 AM – 9:00 PM
60 minute frequencies
Daily from:
6:00 AM – 9:00 PM
60 minute frequencies with
additional service

Myrtle Beach connector
serving Coastal Grand Mall,
Broadway at the Beach,
Senior Center, DMV,
Convention Center
Local connector service
Ocean Boulevard between
10th Ave and 82nd Ave in
Myrtle Beach
Local connector service
Ocean Boulevard between
Kings Highway and 9th Ave.
in Myrtle Beach

Daily from:
8:00 AM – 8:00 PM
60 minute frequencies
Daily from:
7:00 AM – 8:00 PM
60 minute frequencies
Daily from:
7:00 AM – 8:00 PM
60 minute frequencies

16: Georgetown/
Myrtle Beach

Commuter route
connecting Georgetown
and Myrtle Beach via US17
and HWY 701

Daily from:
4:00 AM – 9:00 PM

16x: Andrews/
Georgetown/
Myrtle Beach

Express commuter route
connecting Georgetown
and Myrtle Beach via US17
and HWY 701

Daily from:
5:30 – 8:30 AM and 2:00 – 6:30
PM.

21: Entertainment
Shuttle

Myrtle Beach

Peak Season only:
May 30 – September 3
Daily from 11:00 AM – 11:00 PM

180 minute frequencies

GRAND STRAND AREA TRANSPORTATION STUDY
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Connects with Route 1 at
the Terminal; and Route 10;
15N 15S and 30 Market
Commons at 10th Ave
Transfer Center
Connects with Route 1 at
the Terminal; and Route 10;
15N 15S and 30 Market
Commons at 10th Ave
Transfer Center
Connects with Route
Myrtle Beach, 15N, 15S,
and 30 Market Commons at
10th Ave Transfer Center
Connects with Route
Myrtle, 15N, 15S and 30
Market commons at 10th
Ave Transfer Center
Connects with Route
Myrtle, 15N, 15S and 30
Market commons at 10th
Ave Transfer Center
Connects with Route 14 at
Duke & Hazzard Transfer
Station; and routes 15N,
15S, and 30 Market
Commons at 10th Ave
Transfer Center in Myrtle
Beach
Connects with Route 14 at
Duke & Hazzard Transfer
Station; and routes 15N,
15S, and 30 Market
Commons at 10th Ave
Transfer Center in Myrtle
Beach
All services

$1.50

$1.50

$1.50

$1.50

$1.50

$1.50

$2.00

Free
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Table 5: Coastal Carolina University Shuttles
ROUTE NAME
Bronze
Shuttle

Teal
Shuttle

Black
Shuttle

White Shuttle

Teal/Bronze
Shuttle

Black/White
Shuttle

Gold Shuttle

LOCATION
Coastal Carolina University campus shuttle
providing service to University Place, YY
Lot, Founders Drive, Chanticleer Drive
West, TD Sports Complex, Chanticleer
Drive East, Student Union Station
Coastal Carolina University campus shuttle
providing service to University Place,
Founders Drive, Chanticleer Drive West, TD
Sports Complex, Chanticleer Drive East,
Student Union Station
Coastal Carolina University campus shuttle
providing service to TD Sports Complex,
Chanticleer Drive East, Student Union
Station, Human Resources, Coastal Science
Center, Singleton Office Annex, Atlantic
Hall, Band Building, and HGTC
Coastal Carolina University campus shuttle
providing service to Union Station,
Walmart Plaza Myrtle Ridge
Coastal Carolina University campus shuttle
providing service to University Place,
Founders Drive, Chanticleer Drive West,
Chanticleer Drive East, Student Union
Station
Coastal Carolina University campus shuttle
providing service to TD Sports Complex,
Chanticleer Drive East, Student Union
Station, Human Resources, Coastal Science
Center, Singleton Office Annex, Atlantic
Hall, Band Building, HGTC, Walmart Plaza
Coastal Carolina University campus shuttle
providing service to Student Union Station,
HTC Center, Chanticleer Drive West, TD
Sports Complex, Hackler Golf Course, KK
Lot, GG Lot, Chanticleer Drive East

GRAND STRAND AREA TRANSPORTATION STUDY
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SCHEDULE
Approximately every 10 – 15
minutes from 6:30 AM – 11:
30 PM on all class days
Approximately every 10 – 15
minutes from 6:30 AM – 11:
30 PM on all class days

Approximately every 10 – 15
minutes from 6:30 AM – 11:
30 PM on all class days

Approximately every 30
minutes from 3:00 – 11: 30
PM on all class days
Approximately every 10 – 15
minutes from 6:30 AM – 11:
30 PM on weekends and
student holidays

CONNECTIONS
Connects with additional Coastal
Carolina University campus shuttle
routes: Teal, Black and Campus
Edge, in addition to Route 7:
Conway/Myrtle Beach
Connects with additional Coastal
Carolina University campus shuttle
routes: Bronze, Black and Campus
Edge, in addition to Route 7:
Conway/Myrtle Beach
Connects with additional Coastal
Carolina University campus shuttle
routes: Bronze, Teal and Campus
Edge, in addition to route 7:
Conway/Myrtle Beach
Connects with additional Coastal
Carolina University campus shuttle
routes: Bronze, Teal and Campus Edge,
in addition to route 7: Conway/Myrtle
Beach
Connects with additional Coastal
Carolina University campus shuttle
routes: Bronze, Teal and Campus Edge,
in addition to route 7: Conway/Myrtle
Beach

FARE

Free

Free

Free

Free

Free

Approximately every 10 – 15
minutes from 6:30 AM – 11:
30 PM on weekends and
student holidays

Connects with additional Coastal
Carolina University campus shuttle
routes: Bronze, Teal and Campus Edge,
in addition to route 7: Conway/Myrtle
Beach

Free

Approximately every 20
minutes from 7:00 AM – 3:00
PM on all class days

Connects with additional Coastal
Carolina University campus shuttle
routes: Bronze, Teal and Campus Edge,
in addition to route 7: Conway/Myrtle
Beach

Free
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Citizens Accessible Transit Service (CATS) Service

The Citizens Accessible Transit Service (CATS) is a paratransit service in the Grand Strand
area for persons with disabilities. The CATS’ services are available in Georgetown and Horry
counties within a ¾-mile boundary of the fixed-route services. CATS is offered to qualified
residents with a physical or mental disability during the same hours as the fixed-route
service.
CATS is a curb-to-curb advanced reservation, shared-ride service. Service is provided on a
time and space available basis. The CATS base fare is $3.00 per person per one-way trip.
Reservations can be made 24 hours in advance. Cancellations must be made, at a minimum,
one hour before pickup time.

3.1.3

Ridership

Systemwide ridership for the Coast RTA has increased in the most recent years, as illustrated
in Figure 4 and listed in Table 6. The Coast RTA staff indicated approximately 1,451 average
weekday boardings, 1,351 average Saturday boardings and 1,081 average Sunday boardings
throughout the system. Overall annual ridership from 2016 was 527,008 one-way trips for
their fixed-route service and 11,329 one-way trips for their demand response service.

Figure 4: Coast RTA Fixed Route Annual Ridership
600,000
500,000
400,000
300,000
200,000
100,000
0
2014

2015
2014

2015

2016
2016

Table 6: Coast RTA Annual Ridership (2014 – 2016)
Year

Fixed-Route

2014
2015
2016

414,361
438,193
527,008

GRAND STRAND AREA TRANSPORTATION STUDY

Demand
Response
3,942
6,118
11,329
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System Total
418,303
444,311
548,337
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Future Planning

In November 2010, 63 percent of voters in Horry County approved a non-binding local
referendum supporting dedicated annual funding through a property tax increase for the
Coast RTA. The ballot language stated an amount not to exceed 6/10ths of a mill ($1,080,000)
annually for the operations of a regional public mass transportation provider.

3.2 BRUNSWICK TRANSIT SYSTEM
Brunswick Transit System, Inc. (BTS) is a non-profit community transportation system that
coordinates general public and human service transportation services for the residents of
Brunswick County, North Carolina. BTS was incorporated in 1989 and operates under the NC
Nonprofit Corporation Act and the USC 501(c)(3) Internal Revenue Code. The transit system
operates a fleet of 16 vehicles, including ADA equipped vehicles to assist persons with special
needs.
BTS provides non-emergency transportation services to the general public through a Dial-aRide program and to human service agency clients through contract services. Dial-a-ride is a
fare assistance transportation program sponsored by the North Carolina Department of
Transportation open to the general public of Brunswick County. Service hours are MondayFriday 7:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. and require reservations with a forty-eight (48) hour notice. Out
of county services are provided into New Hanover County on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Fares
are $1.50, $3.00, and $5.00 one-way depending on the distance traveled. All trips are
provided by reservation. BTS is allocated Section 5307 federal transit funds through the MPO.

3.3 SERVICE PROVIDERS OUTSIDE GSATS REGION
A few transit service providers located outside the GSATS region provide demand response
service to some locations with the GSATS region:

3.3.1

Williamsburg County Transportation Authority

The Williamsburg County Transit Authority (WCTA) is in Kingstree, South Carolina and provides
public transportation services to residents within Williamsburg County seven days per week,
24 hours per day. The WCTA provides demand response service, and employment commuter
service to several Williamsburg County companies and to Myrtle Beach. While based outside
the Grand Strand area, many residents are transported from inland counties to job sites along
the Grand Strand area by WCTA.
WCTA began service to Georgetown approximately 11 years ago,
and coordinates with the Medicaid Title XIX Program.
Approximately 11 trips per week are made to Georgetown in
their demand-response program. Many of the primary trip
generators are transportation to Georgetown Dialysis, medical
appointments and Georgetown Adult Day Care. Annual ridership
for WCTA is approximately 230,000 one-way trips.

GRAND STRAND AREA TRANSPORTATION STUDY
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Pee Dee Regional Transportation Authority

Pee Dee Regional Transportation Authority (PDRTA) was formed in 1974 and operates fixedroute service, deviated fixed-route services, and commuter services from Dillon, Marion,
Cheraw, Latta, Lake City, Hartsville, and Darlington. PDRTA provides a substantial number of
commuter-oriented routes within the region, as well as connections to employment
opportunities in Myrtle Beach. In 1988, inland county residents seeking job opportunities
began to be transported to service jobs in the Grand Strand area.

3.3.3

Santee Wateree Regional Transportation Authority
(SWRTA)

Santee Wateree Regional Transportation Authority (SWRTA) is the
public transportation provider in Clarendon, Kershaw, Lee and
Sumter counties. The agency provides commuter services to
Myrtle Beach from Clarendon, Lee and Sumter counties, Eastover
to Columbia (Lower Richland), Bishopville to Lugoff, and Sumter
to Lugoff. One bus travels to Myrtle Beach seven days per week,
leaving the Sumter library at 6:00 a.m. The trip length is approximately two hours and costs
$3.50 per one-way trip. One late afternoon trip is also scheduled daily.

3.4 INTERCITY BUS SERVICE
Greyhound, Carolina Trailways, and Southeastern Stages provide fixedroute bus service along and throughout the Grand Strand area. The
Greyhound stations are located in Myrtle Beach and Georgetown.
Carolina Trailways and Southeastern Stages both have access to these
stations as well.
There is one Greyhound route that serves the Grand Strand area. One route connects
Georgetown and Myrtle Beach, continuing north to Wilmington and south to Charleston. One
bus in each direction serves this route daily. A second route connects Conway and Myrtle
Beach, continuing north to Wilmington and west to Florence. One bus in each direction serves
this route daily as well. Thus, a total of four Greyhound buses serve the Grand Strand area
each day.
The Coast RTA also provides intercity service between Conway, Myrtle Beach, Georgetown,
Andrews and other towns in between.

3.5 OTHER TRANSPORTATION PROVIDERS
Several private service operators, such as shuttle, limousine, and taxi services transport
residents throughout eastern South Carolina and southeastern North Carolina to job sites
along the Grand Strand area. There are also private ridesharing services, such as Uber and
Lyft, which provide additional mobility options to those with a smartphone by allowing them
to request a ride through an application. These private services have the potential to allow
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for individuals to move throughout the area and not rely on public transportation services
such as buses or demand response options.

3.6 PASSENGER RAIL SERVICE
The study area does not currently have any passenger rail service. The closest Amtrak stations
are in Florence, Kingstree, and Charleston which serve Amtrak’s Palmetto and Silver Meteor
trains. Each train has one daily northbound trip and one daily southbound trip, resulting in a
total of two northbound trips and two southbound trips every day.

3.7 HUMAN SERVICE TRANSPORTATION
Human service transportation are special transportation services
for people who have challenges accessing transportation due to
income, disability, or age. Many federal, state, local, and private
entities provide or support these special transportation services.
The human transportation services offered in the Grand Strand
area are described below:

•

Santee Wateree Regional Transportation Authority
provides Medicaid trips for several counties.

•

Pee Dee Regional Transportation Authority has future plans to include a mobility
management center in Hartsville. In addition, they will coordinate with regional
Economic Development Boards to promote commuter transportation options, including
vanpools for business and industry.

•

The Coast RTA coordinates and contracts with several human services agencies to
provide client transportation.

•

Williamsburg County Transportation Authority operates transportation services for the
Williamsburg Department of Disabilities, the Council on Aging, and non-emergency
Medicaid services.

•

Brunswick Transit System operates non-emergency transportation services to the
general public through a Dial-a-Ride program and to human service agency clients
through contract services.

This type of coordination among local and regional agencies leads to more long-term and
efficient service for residents in the community.
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4. WIKIMAP INPUT RELATED TO TRANSIT
As part of the first round of public engagement in November 2016, an online interactive map,
WikiMap, was provided. The WikiMap allowed users to submit comments geographically from
any internet enabled device. Comments received covered all modes of transportation and
existing conditions, concerns, and desires for improvements. While many comments were
received through the WikiMap, input provided by participants relating to transit was limited.
Transit related comments specified transit desires such as a seasonal route to connect to the
beach (Surfside Beach) or a local circulator route for residents (Georgetown). Expanding
service to the North Myrtle Beach area has been previously identified as an important
multimodal connection.
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5. TRANSIT DESTINATION DEMAND ANALYSIS
The transit destination demand analysis is a broad analysis that helps identify places in the
GSATS region where transit demand may be high. The analysis looks at high traffic generators
such as tourist attractions, places to shop, schools, parks, jobs, and community facilities.
These destinations were then compared to existing transit service in the region to identify
areas that would benefit from extended transit service.
Table 7 identifies and describes the inputs for the transit destination demand analysis within
the GSATS area. Each of the inputs were given equal weight for the analysis to show a
balanced distribution of demand for a variety of destinations. A one-half mile search distance
was also used for each input to illustrate a reasonable distance that someone could access the
destination on foot or by bike. All input factors are destinations within the area for residents
and tourists and can be major traffic generators based upon peak daily and weekly
commuting periods or seasonal travel. The destination demand analysis map (Figure 5)
illustrates the sum of the inputs as a heatmap.

Table 7: Transit Destination Demand Analysis Inputs
Destination Demand Input
Commercial Properties

Parks

Beach

Hospitals

Colleges/Universities

Description
Commercial properties vary in type; however, can be
destinations and traffic generators throughout the area
whether these locations are considered places of
employment, shopping, or tourist attractions.
Parks are major destinations within the area and were
specifically considered for the destination demand
analysis.
Although several of the commercial properties within
municipal boundaries are adjacent to the beach, the beach
itself was included in the analysis based upon its
importance as a regional destination for tourists and
residents. Additionally, as many attractions (e.g., hotels,
resorts, shopping, entertainment) are near the beach, the
beach includes many places of employment.
Hospitals are major traffic generators and are large
employment centers.
Parcel data was used to included properties owned and
operated as colleges/universities. This included main
campuses, student housing, sports complexes, etc. These
are not only destinations for students but are also large
employment centers.
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Figure 5: Transit Destination Demand Analysis Map
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The destination demand map highlights several areas where demand for transit may be high
within the area. Many locations with the highest potential demand are within municipal
boundaries. Large commercial centers also have high demand, such as Barefoot Landing and
Coastal Grand Mall. Areas of low demand are scattered throughout the area and are generally
more rural or suburban areas without high concentrations of commercial properties or other
major destinations.
Existing transit routes and stops are displayed as an overlay on the destination demand map
to identify destinations that are already served by transit, as well as to determine if there are
additional destinations that may benefit from extending transit service. The current transit
system provides service to most of the locations with the highest destination demand. These
routes and stops are along major corridors that include high concentrations of commercial
development, including but not limited to restaurants and retail establishments. By capturing
several of the municipal areas within the area, the transit system connects regional
destinations and serves residents that live in one community but may work in another within
the Grand Strand area.
Although the existing transit system connects multiple areas with high destination demand,
there are additional destinations that may benefit from additional or modified transit service.
The area with the highest demand without current transit service is the North Myrtle Beach
area. Several of the input factors are present and are concentrated within a small area of the
community. Future enhancements to the transit system should consider providing service to
North Myrtle Beach. Transit service may benefit residents as well as regional tourists that visit
the area seasonally.
Currently, fixed route transit service does not exist within the North Carolina portion of the
GSATS study area; dial-a-ride, on demand service is available. The destination demand
analysis does not specifically indicate that there enough pockets of development that contain
several of the input factors to warrant a regular fixed route service. Based on the destination
demand analysis, the current on demand transit service appears to be appropriate; however,
future evaluation of the area for fixed route transit should be considered if development
patterns occur that increases density of destinations and/or major traffic generators.
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6. FUTURE OUTLOOK FOR TRANSIT
The GSATS MPO recognizes that public transportation empowers individuals to be
independent, seek and retain employment, access medical care, and reach new opportunities
including education, commercial, and recreational activities. Nationally, the role of public
transportation is evolving from the perspective of a standalone transit agency to the
consideration of how mobility can enhance economic development and improve quality of life
in communities. Thus, in many areas, transit is developing new partnerships that are leading
to improved mobility choices for customers for all services. This evolutionary process has
resulted in the recognition that “community transportation networks" add value to many
facets of life for residents, tourists and workers.

6.1 TRANSIT NEEDS
Public transportation plays a key part in defining the transportation system in the Grand
Strand area. The proposed transit needs discussed below provide a vision for public
transportation in the future. The proposed needs include travel mode choices to residents in
the community, including regional and local services, a future streetcar network, water taxi
service, park and ride services, and other transit circulators. These transit needs in
coordination with roadway, pedestrian, and bikeway improvements will build an overall
cohesive future transportation network.
The following trends affect transportation patterns and provide an opportunity for public
transit to meet these needs.

•

Anticipated growth in aging population. Expand transit services to include nontraditional services such as flex services, Call-A-Ride services, and rideshare services.

•

Increasing density should be supported with enhanced transit services. Initial planning
for higher density areas should include facilities and amenities for transit services.
This may include bus pullouts, shelters, queue jump lanes, transit signal priority, etc.,
which are a precursor for future rapid transit services.

•

Transit facilities and amenities. Future planning and coordination of transfer stations
or multimodal facilities should involve all jurisdictions to identify modal needs and
access to sites. Incorporating private development within the planning process
provides an opportunity for additional revenue sources. All new development and infill
development should follow transit supportive design guidelines.

Table 8 is a summary table of the various public transportation improvements that were
identified as needed throughout the GSATS area. The projects are categorized by the various
timeframes that the projects were identified; short, mid and long term. Short-term projects
were identified as being targeted to start by 2020, mid-term projects by 2030, and long-term
projects by 2040.
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Table 8: Future Transit Projects and Needs
Project
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8

9
10

Name

Type
SHORT RANGE NEEDS
Planning Study
New Service
Multimodal Hub

Multimodal Study
Vanpool Service
Myrtle Beach Transit Hub
Total
US 501 Service Conway to
Myrtle Beach
Aynor Park and Ride Lot
Loris Park and Ride Lot
Georgetown Park and Ride Lot
Myrtle Beach
Operations Facility
Total
9th Avenue North Streetcar
Georgetown Co Transit Hub
Total

Timeframe

Capital

Short
Short
Short
Short

$250,000
$400,000
$8,000,000
$8,650,000

$$44,000
$80,000
$124,000

New Service

Mid

$13,000,000

$1,000,000

Park and Ride Lot
Park and Ride Lot
Park and Ride Lot

Mid
Mid
Mid

$350,000
$350,000
$350,000

$3,500
$3,500
$3,500

Operations Facility

Mid

$10,000,000

$100,000

Mid

$24,050,000

$1,110,500

Long
Long
Long

$9,500,000
$4,000,000
$13,500,000

$95,000
$40,000
$135,000

$46,200,000

$1,369,500

MID-RANGE NEEDS

LONG RANGE NEEDS
New Service & Maintenance Facility
Multimodal Hub

Grand Total

TOTAL NEEDS

Annual O/M

6.2 TRANSIT POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
The 2014 Waccamaw Regional Transit & Coordination Plan, an appendix of the South Carolina
Multimodal Transportation Plan, identified regional transit planning efforts, transportation
gaps, and strategies for the future within the Waccamaw Council of Government (WRCOG)
region. The South Carolina portion of the GSATS region is located within the WRCOG region.
The transit recommendations identified in that plan are relevant to the GSATS transit needs
and are summarized below:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Implement a mobility manager and central location for directing and assigning trips
Use technology to enhance transit efficiencies
Maximize agency-to-agency communication
Coordinate funding options to maximize utility of available funding options
Adjust local policies and regulations if needed
Ensure appropriate vehicle types for specific needs of riders
Formalize agreements between various agencies and mobility manager
Ensure proper documentation of all processes
Acquire marketing plan and logo development
Verify that local policies and regulations pacify any related changes
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